Chief Architect is committed to helping with education in the fields of design and architecture. For all accredited academic institutions, including those with the NKBA, Chief Architect offers education discounted software $95/seat. The same educational prices are available for students. Learn more at www.chiefarchitect.com/academic.

Chief Architect Software was used to illustrate the NKBA Guidelines, NKBA Study Guides and curriculum for the CKBD exam. You will find the Study Guide sample plans and the CKBD exam plan template plus a how-to video in taking the exam using Chief Architect software. To take advantage of the free NKBA resources, see www.chiefarchitect.com/NKBA.

**KITCHEN, BATH & INTERIOR DESIGN**

- Resources for NKBA students & professionals – NKBA Study Guide, CKBD Exam template, how-to video in taking the exam and over 600 additional how-to videos
- Easy to learn software turns concepts into 3D models in minutes – get immediate visual feedback
- Use for Kitchens, Baths or Full Residential design
- Create Professional Plans – Construction Plans, Mechanical Plans, Floor Plans and Wall Elevations
- Auto NKBA Dimensions – Add floorplan and wall elevation dimensions to National Kitchen and Bath standards
- Automated Building tools for doors, windows, cabinets, stairs, ceilings, roofs, and foundations
- Smart Cabinet tools – Design any custom cabinet including shaped, framed and frameless
- Cabinet Catalogs – Design using customer or manufacturer catalogs including door and drawer styles, wood type and finishes
- Choose from a catalog of over 100,000 items including appliances, furniture, millwork, fixtures and more
- Lighting and Electrical – Lay out your electrical plan and see the effects of lighting in 3D
- Custom Counter and Backsplash Tool – create unique and custom shaped countertops and backsplashes
- Custom ceilings – use automatic and manual ceiling tools to create vaults, treys, coffered, and barrel ceilings